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Martin Buber

2003-09-02

martin buber the life of dialogue the first study in any language to provide a complete overview of buber s thought
remains the definitive guide to the full range of his work and the starting point for all modern buber scholarship
maurice s friedman reveals the implications of buber s thought for theory of knowledge education philosophy myth
history and judaic and christian belief this fully revised and expanded fourth edition includes a new preface by the
author an expanded bibliography incorporating new buber scholarship and two new appendices in the form of essays
on buber s influence on emmanuel levinas and mikhail bakhtin

Martin Buber's Life and Work

1988

martin buber s life and work is a complete reprint of maurice friedman s monumental three volume biography
friedman covers buber s life from his work on i and thou to the challenges of nazi germany and prewar palestine he
charts buber s activities on behalf of jewish arab rapprochement his dialogue with dag hammarskjold and comments on
the philosopher s last years his death and his legacy to world jewry

Martin Buber

2019-01-01

from the prizewinning jewish lives series the first major biography in english in over thirty years of the seminal
modern jewish thinker martin buber an authority on the twentieth century philosopher martin buber 1878 1965 paul
mendes flohr offers the first major biography in english in thirty years of this seminal modern jewish thinker the
book is organized around several key moments such as his sudden abandonment by his mother when he was a child
of three a foundational trauma that mendes flohr shows left an enduring mark on buber s inner life attuning him to
the fragility of human relations and the need to nurture them with what he would call a dialogical attentiveness
buber s philosophical and theological writings most famously i and thou made significant contributions to religious and
jewish thought philosophical anthropology biblical studies political theory and zionism in this accessible new
biography mendes flohr situates buber s life and legacy in the intellectual and cultural life of german jewry as well as
in the broader european intellectual life of the first half of the twentieth century about jewish lives jewish lives is a
prizewinning series of interpretative biography designed to explore the many facets of jewish identity individual
volumes illuminate the imprint of jewish figures upon literature religion philosophy politics cultural and economic
life and the arts and sciences subjects are paired with authors to elicit lively deeply informed books that explore the
range and depth of the jewish experience from antiquity to the present in 2014 the jewish book council named jewish
lives the winner of its jewish book of the year award the first series ever to receive this award more praise for jewish
lives excellent new york times exemplary wall street journal distinguished new yorker superb the guardian

The Letters of Martin Buber

1996-10-01

the list of correspondents is dazzling albert camus herman hesse and franz kafka franz rosenweig and bertrand russell
newsday
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Martin Buber

2019

excerpt from martin buber the life of dialogue this book is the product of a dialogue a dialogue first with the works of
martin buber and later with martin buber himself the influence of buber s thought has steadily spread throughout the
last fifty years until today buber is recognized throughout the world as occupying a position in the foremost ranks of
contemporary philosophers theologians and scholars what has made such men as hermann hesse and reinhold niebuhr
speak of martin buber as one of the few wise men living on the earth today however is not only his eminence as a
thinker but also his concern with the lived concrete the everyday reality which he takes up into his imagining and
bears as his responsibility buber s eightieth birthday on february 8 1958 was celebrated all over the world for martin
buber is one of the truly universal men of our time more than any other person in the modern world said the
protestant theologian h richard niebuhr at one such celebration more even than kierkegaard martin buber has been for
me and for many of my companions the prophet of the soul and the witness to that truth which is required of the soul
not as solitary but as companionable being in a time in which we are in danger of losing our birthright as human
beings martin buber has shown us what it means to live as men when in 1944 dr simon greenberg gave me the first
book of buber s that i ever read the legend of the baal shem buber himself was practically unknown in america and
only two of his books were in english both published in england even when i wrote my doctoral dissertation on
buber in 1950 few had heard of him and few of his books were published here today more than twenty of buber s
books have been published in english most of them in both england and america several more translations are
underway five of his books have been reissued in paperback editions four anthologies of his writings have appeared
and several books in english have been written on his thought including the forthcoming philosophy of martin buber
volume of the library of living philosophers which i have had the honor of editing in 1951 1952 buber spent almost a
year in america under the auspices of the jewish theological seminary in 1957 he was brought here by the
washington school of psychiatry to deliver the fourth william alanson white memorial lectures and in 1958 he was
brought to this country by princeton university about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands
of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Martin Buber's Life and Work

1982

a new collection of essays highlighting the wide range of buber s thought career and activism best known for i and
thou which laid out his distinction between dialogic and monologic relations martin buber 1878 1965 was also an
anthologist translator and author of some seven hundred books and papers martin buber creaturely life and social form
edited by sarah scott is a collection of nine essays that explore his thought and career martin buber creaturely life and
social form shakes up the legend of buber by decentering the importance of the i thou dialogue in order to highlight
buber as a thinker preoccupied by the image of relationship as a guide to spiritual social and political change the result
is a different buber than has hitherto been portrayed one that is characterized primarily by aesthetics and politics
rather than by epistemology or theology martin buber creaturely life and social form will serve as a guide to the
entirety of buber s thinking career and activism placing his work in context and showing both the evolution of his
thought and the extent to which he remained driven by a persistent set of concerns
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Martin Buber's Life and Work

1983

traces the life of the renowned jewish religious philosopher discussing his youth his education in turn of the century
vienna his zionism and the impact of world politics on his life and thought

Martin Buber's Life and Work

1983

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Martin Buber - the Life of Dialogue

1965

excerpt from martin buber the life of dialogue this book is the product of a dialogue a dialogue first with the works of
martin buber and later with martin buber himself the influence of buber s thought has steadily spread throughout the
last fifty years until today buber is recognized throughout the world as occupying a position in the foremost ranks of
contemporary philosophers theologians and scholars what has made such men as hermann hesse and reinhold niebuhr
speak of martin buber as one of the few wise men living on the earth today however is not only his eminence as a
thinker but also his concern with the lived concrete the everyday reality which he takes up into his imagining and
bears as his responsibility buber s eightieth birthday on february 8 1958 was celebrated all over the world for martin
buber is one of the truly universal men of our time more than any other person in the modern world said the
protestant theologian h richard niebuhr at one such celebration more even than kierkegaard martin buber has been for
me and for many of my companions the prophet of the soul and the witness to that truth which is required of the soul
not as solitary but as companionable being in a time in which we are in danger of losing our birthright as human
beings martin buber has shown us what it means to live as men when in 1944 dr simon greenberg gave me the first
book of buber s that i ever read the legend of the baal shem buber himself was practically unknown in america and
only two of his books were in english both published in england even when i wrote my doctoral dissertation on
buber in 1950 few had heard of him and few of his books were published here today more than twenty of buber s
books have been published in english most of them in both england and america several more translations are
underway five of his books have been reissued in paperback editions four anthologies of his writings have appeared
and several books in english have been written on his thought including the forthcoming philosophy of martin buber
volume of the library of living philosophers which i have had the honor of editing in 1951 1952 buber spent almost a
year in america under the auspices of the jewish theological seminary in 1957 he was brought here by the
washington school of psychiatry to deliver the fourth william alanson white memorial lectures and in 1958 he was
brought to this country by princeton university about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands
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of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Martin Buber

2015-07-06

how do we find meaning in our life this book explores how martin buber one of the 20th century s greatest religious
thinkers answers this timeless question author kenneth paul kramer explains buber s hasidic spirituality a living
connection between the human and the divine and how it is relevant to all spiritual seekers according to buber we
find meaning in life through wholeheartedly letting god in he developed this theme through six thought provoking
talks originally published as the way of man in martin buber s spirituality kramer explains the accessible practices
buber outlined in these talks shares the stories buber used to illustrate each point and explores how these teachings
might apply in everyday life today the book features questions for personal or group reflection to help readers more
fully explore martin buber s approach to spirituality along with a glossary of key terms

Martin Buber

2022-12-06

in a year with martin buber the first torah commentary to focus on his life s work we experience the fifty four
weekly portions and eleven jewish holidays through buber s eyes

Martin Buber's Life and Work

1981

this book first published in 1990 summarizes and evaluates the contribution of martin buber as a theorist of myth
buber provides explicit guidelines for understanding and evaluating myths he describes reality as twofold people live
either in a world of things to which they relate as a subject controlling its objects or in a world of self conscious others
with whom one relates as fellow subjects human beings require both types of reality but also a means of moving from
one to the other buber understands myths as one such means by which people pass from i it reality to i you meeting
in studying myths he focuses on the myths in the traditions he knows best but offers his advice and interpretation of
mythology and scholarship about mythology generally

Encounter on the Narrow Ridge

1991

the specific focus of martin buber and the human sciences is dialogue as the foundation of and integrating factor in the
human sciences using dialogue in the special sense which buber has made famous mutuality presentness openness
meeting the other in his or her uniqueness and not just as a content for one s own thought categories and knowing as
deriving in the first instance from mutual contact rather than knowledge of a subject about an object by the human
sciences the authors editors mean material that can be meaningfully approached in a dialogic way hence the
humanities education psychology speech communication anthropology history sociology and economics the essays in
martin buber and the human sciences demonstrate that thirty years after buber s death his influence is still resonating
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in many countries and in many fields

Martin Buber the Life of Dialogue - Scholar's Choice Edition

2015-02-15

martin buber 1878 1965 is considered one of the 20th century s greatest thinkers and his contributions to philosophy
theology and education are testimony to this his thought is founded on the idea that people are capable of two kinds of
relations namely i thou and i it emphasising the centrality of dialogue in all spheres of human life for this reason buber
is considered by many to be the philosopher of dialogue par excellence after buber s death the appreciation of his
considerable legacy to the various disciplines in which he had worked became rather muted but was never
completely forgotten there is now a renewed and growing interest in buber s thought especially in his philosophy of
education this book brings together aspects of buber s philosophy and educational practice and explains their
significance for peace dialogue and for conflict resolution both between individuals and communities buber s
philosophy of dialogue and views on education are pivotal in demonstrating the personal and social benefits of
dialogical education as well as the dangers of non dialogical education the book will be valuable reading for academics
researchers and postgraduate students interested in martin buber education peace dialogue and conflict resolution

To Hallow this Life

1958

distinguished philosopher hilary putnam who is also a practicing jew questions the thought of three major jewish
philosophers of the 20th century franz rosenzweig martin buber and emmanuel levinas to help him reconcile the
philosophical and religious sides of his life an additional presence in the book is ludwig wittgenstein who although not
a practicing jew thought about religion in ways that putnam juxtaposes to the views of rosenzweig buber and levinas
putnam explains the leading ideas of each of these great thinkers bringing out what in his opinion constitutes the
decisive intellectual and spiritual contributions of each of them although the religion discussed is judaism the depth
and originality of these philosophers as incisively interpreted by putnam make their thought nothing less than a
guide to life

Martin Buber's Life and Work

1983

describes the origins structure and meaning of the leading philosophic work by the jewish religious scholar

Martin Buber's Spirituality

2023-06-14

the publication of martin buber s i and thou was a great event in the religious life of the west reinhold niebuhr martin
buber was a prolific and influential teacher and writer who taught philosophy at the hebrew university in jerusalem
from 1939 to 1951 having studied philosophy and art at the universities of vienna zurich and berlin he became an
active zionist and was closely involved in the revival of hasidism recognised as a landmark of twentieth century
intellectual history i and thou is buber s masterpiece in this book his enormous learning and wisdom are distilled into
a simple but compelling vision it proposes nothing less than a new form of the deity for today a new form of human
being and of a good life in so doing it addresses all religious and social dimensions of the human personality translated
by ronald gregor smith
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A Year with Martin Buber

2021-12

martin buber s philosophy of dialogue sought to express the human experience through the ways in which we
encounter and interact with others his i thou theory of dialogue and i it theory of monologue expressed ways of
understanding one s place in the world in relation to others objects and especially god buber died in 1965 leaving
behind a vast library of writings and ardent students and scholars eager to engage with his ideas one of the most
prominent scholars was maurice friedman friedman and buber shared a professional as well as a personal relationship
based on translating interpreting and intellectual curiosity beginning in the summer of 1950 and ending with buber s
death this volume takes the reader through buber s three visits to america his wife s death the author s stay in
jerusalem and the articulation of buber s culminating philosophy of the interhuman in tracing this chronology
friedman draws extensively on his personal collection of letters exchanged with buber intimate and meditative this
book provides an exploration of a deeply intellectual friendship shared between two extraordinary thinkers

Martin Buber on Myth (RLE Myth)

2015-03-05

martin buber s classic philosophy of dialogue i and thou is at the core of kenneth paul kramer s scholarly and
impressive living dialogue practicing buber s i and thou in three main parts paralleling the three of i and thou and
focusing upon buber s key concepts nature spirit becoming forms true community the real i the eternal thou turning
and the two fundamental dialogues the i thou and the i it the book clarifies puts into practice and vigorously affirms
the moral validity of buber s philosophy with its extension to love marriage the family the community and god in the
conviction that genuine dialogue will effect better relations with one another the world and god well researched and
replete with a glossary of buberian terms practice exercises for true dialoguing and discussion questions living
dialogue emerges as an invaluable guide to i and thou highlights a lens through which to see and understand the
philosopher and his work anew a must read for undergraduates as well as relationship counselors therapists and
general readers who will benefit from the work s clarity and ease of expression includes a foreword by maur

Martin Buber and the Human Sciences

2012-02-01

moore focuses on buber s central message about what it means to be a human being a person of faith and what
mankind can do to overcome the eclipse of god shofar solid well researched and sympathetic might well spur a person
to go back and read buber commonwealth

Buber and Education

2013-09-27

a corrected and extensively annotated version of the sole meeting between two of the most important figures in
twentieth century intellectual life

Jewish Philosophy as a Guide to Life

2008-02-19
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the martin buber carl rogers dialogue offers a corrected and extensively annotated version of this central text in
human sciences focusing on the sole meeting between these two central figures in twentieth century intellectual life
anderson and cissna return to the original 1957 audio tape and to a variety of other primary sources as they correct and
clarify the historical record the authors highlight hundreds of errors major and minor in previously distributed and
published transcripts beginning with the typescript circulated by rogers himself they also show how an accurate text
enhances our understanding of the relationship between buber s philosophy and rogers s client and person centered
approach to interpersonal relations anderson and cissna discuss the central issues of the conversation including the
limits of mutuality approaches to self alternative models of human nature confirmation of others and the nature of
dialogic relation itself although buber and rogers conversed nearly forty years ago their topics clearly resonate with
contemporary debates about postmodernism forms of otherness cultural studies and the possibilities for a dialogic public
sphere

Martin Buber's Ontology

1969

in this volume dan avnon analyzes and reconstructs buber s corpus of mature writings revealing the radical nature of
buber s response to the most fundamental questions of human existence the book invites the reader to reexamine
conventional notions of the role of language thought and writing in communicating impressions of reality an essential
introduction to buber s work and his unique approach to writing

I and Thou

2013-10-24

publisher description

My Friendship with Martin Buber

2013-06-25

the book provides an insightful study of the jewish theologian martin buber and combines a review of the
unconventional zionism he proposed with a sensitivity to myth as the basis of an inclusive civil religion the
multifaceted nature of this work examines buber s embrace of myth and his application of myth to both biblical studies
and political theory it pays special attention to the way buber s thinking about zion applied to religious ethical issues
such as ecology education ritual and as a continuing theme throughout the book to the conflict between those buber
called jews and arabs in the land of palestine

Martin Buber's I and Thou

2003

how did one of the greatest jewish thinkers of the 20th century grapple with the founding of israel and the israeli
palestinian conflict one of the most significant political conflicts of his time samuel hayim brody traces the
development of martin buber s thinking and its implications for the jewish religion for the problems posed by zionism
and for the zionist arab conflict beginning in turbulent weimar germany brody shows how buber s debates about
biblical meanings had concrete political consequences for anarchists socialists zionists nazis british and palestinians alike
brody further reveals how buber s passionate commitment to the rule of god absent an intermediary came into conflict
in the face of a zionist movement in danger of repeating ancient mistakes brody argues that buber s support for israel
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stemmed from a radically rich and complex understanding of the nature of the jewish mission on earth that arose from
an anarchist reading of the bible

Martin Buber's Social and Religious Thought

1990-12

edited by nahum n glatzer with a new foreword by rodger kamenetz the question i put before you as well as before
myself is the question of the meaning of judaism for the jews why do we call ourselves jews i want to speak to you
not of an abstraction but of your own life its authenticity and essence with these words martin buber takes us on a
journey into the heart of judaism its spirit vision and relevance to modern life

The Martin Buber - Carl Rogers Dialogue

1997-08-14

tells the story of the relationship between two of the last century s foremost scholars of dialogue philosopher martin
buber and psychotherapist carl rogers

The Martin Buber - Carl Rogers Dialogue

1997-08-14

gordon education ben gurion u reveals martin buber the man as an entirely different individual from the philosopher
through the eyes of 32 of his contemporaries we see that buber s personal life seems to belie the convictions of the
philosopher suggesting something of the difficult reality with which he was confronted acidic paper annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Martin Buber

1998

edited by profesor nahum n glatzer and paul mendes flohr no matter how brilliant it may be the human intellect that
wishes to keep to a plane above the events of the day is not really alive wrote martin buber in 1932 the
correspondence of martin buber reveals a personality passionately involved in all the cultural and political events of
his day drawn from the three volume german edition of his correspondence this collection includes letters both to and
from the leading personalities of his day albert einstein and albert schweitzer hemann hesse franz kafka and stefan
zweig theodor herzl chaim weizmann david ben gurion s y agnon gershom scholem and franz rosenzweig these
exchanges capture the dynamics of seven decades of lived history reflected through the eyes of a man who was the
conscience of his generation one of the leading spiritual thinkers of the twentieth century buber is best known for his
work of religious existentialism i and thou a prime mover in the german jewish renaissance of the 1920s he taught
comparative religion and jewish ethics at the university of frankfurt fleeing the nazis in 1938 buber made his home in
jerusalem where he taught social philosophy at the hebrew university as resident sage of jerusalem he developed an
international reputation and following and carried on a vigorous correspondence on social political and religious issues
until the end of his life included in this collection are buber s exchanges with many americans in the latter part of his
life will herberg walter kaufmann maurice friedman malcolm diamond and other individuals who sought his advice
and guidance in the voices of these letters a full blooded portrait emerges of a towering intellect ever striving to live
up to philosophy of social engagement
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Martin Buber's Journey to Presence

2007

biography of martin buber this book covers both his life and his thought

Martin Buber’s Myth of Zion

2019-03-14

challenge yourself to delve into a deeper interfaith dialogue to wrestle with the ideas these thinkers present is to find
ourselves challenged to look at our own religious lives in new ways and to appreciate the spiritual endeavors of others
whatever form their religious expression may take to engage with these thinkers can leave us enlarged in our
perception of human religiousness and deepened in our appreciation of it from the conclusion the modern age of
religion is characterized by dialogue jews and christians together explore the realities and meaning of living in
proximity to one another yet for all the good will and sincerity of intention too often such discussions fail to progress
beyond well intentioned pleasantries to the challenging content that can truly deepen our understanding of each
other this fascinating and accessible introduction to the theologies of four modern religious thinkers will help you
break through the superficial generalities to plumb the depths of religious differences and embrace the commonalities
examining the lives and works of søren kierkegaard martin buber paul tillich and abraham joshua heschel through the
lens of their treatment of the bible and the biblical patriarch abraham you will take part in a discussion of the very
phenomenon of religion and what part it plays in living a fully engaged human life

Martin Buber's Theopolitics

2018-02-16

pamela vermes has written a work that reaffirms buber s remarkable breadth of intellect and shows how he has
drawn on jewish culture and ideas to point the way to a life lived religiously by both secularists and the religious
unlike the many commentators who have relegated buber s judaism to a mere question of biography she demonstrates
how he drew not only on the bible but on targum and midrash as well as on the wisdom of the hasidic masters of
eastern europe buber himself was well aware of these influences and recognized that his thought and the culture he
drew it from were indivisible but he was also dissatisfied with institutionalized religion and pamela vermes
emphasizes the important distinction he made between religiosity the devout personal response and religion
institutionalized forms it is perhaps because of this distinction that buber s ideas have been so powerful beyond the
world of judaism his seminal work ich und du has profoundly influenced christian as well as jewish theology

On Judaism

1996-01-13

Moments of Meeting

2002-03-28
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The Other Martin Buber

1988

The Letters of Martin Buber

2013-09-04

Martin Buber

1976

Talking about God

2011-11-16

Buber on God and the Perfect Man

1994
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